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United States Steel owns one of the world's few ion -
emission microscopes, capable of magnifying two mil-
lion times. It was built by U. S. Steel's Fundamental
Research Laboratory in line with established scientific
principles—not to study pinheads, but to enable the
scientists in Fundamental Research to study the atomic
structures and surfaces of metals. With this amazingly
powerful instrument, they can actually see and identify
individual atoms!
Whatever their specialized training, those who work at
U. S. Steel are likely to be surprised, at the start, by
such ultramodern, space age equipment. But they
soon come to realize that this is just the visible evi-
dence of U. S. Steel's continuing program to develop
new and better steels. That's what makes the work of
U. S. Steel engineers so stimulating.
Be sure to register with your Placement Director. For
information about the many career opportunities at
United States Steel, including financial analysis or
sales, write U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Room 2301,
525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.




Chemistry paints a bright future
The finish on new cars is as tough as it is beautiful. Chemicals
developed through research at Union Carbide have played an important part
in achieving smooth, hard mirror-bright coatings that last for years.
Chemicals and plastics have also caused a revolution in other types
of paints and finishes in recent years. The result? Water-base latex paints
that dry in minutes have turned a time-consuming chore into a simple job
for any homeowner. Special solvents assure the uniform surface required in
the finishing of fine furniture. And many new chemical materials are going
into coatings to safeguard industrial equipment from moisture and corrosive
fumes . . . and to protect ships from the ravages of salt water.
This is an example of a vital industry that has forged ahead
because of the kind of chemical research that goes on at Union Carbide.
Looking to the future, the people of Union Carbide are continuing their
efforts to bring forth new and better materials for everyday living.
FEBRUARY, 1962
You will be interested in the
career opportunities available
with Union Carbide in carbons,
chemicals, gases, metals, plas-
tics,and nuclear energy.W h V not
look over our literature in your
placement office? For further in-
formation write for Booklet YY ,
Union Carbide Corporation, 270
Park Avenue, New York 17,




. . . a hand
in things to come
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Engineers who qualify to fill these chairs ...
are on the road to filling responsible jobs
with a growing company in a growing industry
• American Air Filter Company is one of the world's
pioneers in the field of "better air." Starting in 1929 as a
manufacturer of air filtration equipment only, it has, through
a planned program of product development, attained the
unique position of being the one company in its industry
that can take the complete over-all approach to the customer's
air problems. In brief, this means supplying and coordinating
all the proper products to filter, cool, heat, clean (control
process dust), move, exhaust, humidify and dehumidify air.
"Better Air", while a big business today, is still in its
infancy. Name any industry, any building type, and you have
a present or potential user of AAF equipment. Other well-
known trade names in the AAF family are Herman Nelson,
Kennard and Illinois Engineering. At present, AAF operates
nine plants in Louisville, Moline, Ill., Morrison, Ill., Rock
Island, Ill., St. Louis, and Montreal, Canada.
THIS KIND OF ... QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ENGINEERING DEGREE ... THIS KIND OF JOB
Mechanical— Engineering, Sales or Manufacturing
Electrical — Engineering or Sales




FORMAL THREE-MONTH TRAINING COURSE
Your first job at AAF will bc to complete a full three-month
course in its technical training school. This is a complete
and carefully planned course covering every phase of this
business of better air and is under the direction of Mr. lames
W. May, a recognized authority on air handling problems and
presently a member of the board of directors of ASHRAE.
Classes, held in special, air conditioned quarters, are sup-
plemented by field trips to visit AAF plants and observe
on-the-job applications of equipment.
YOUR FUTURE IS ALL-IMPORTANT TO AAF
AAF prides itself on attempting to match the man to the
job. During your training period you will have contacts
with key company personnel. Your personal desires as to type
and location of job are given every consideration. AAF is
big enough to provide opportunities galore—small enough to
never lose sight of the personal touch that adds satisfaction
along with success.
A representative of AAF will be on your campus soon to
interview students interested in learning more about the
opportunities with this company. Consult your Placement
Office for exact date.
American Air rater
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"I see by the paper" that academic advis ing at Rose leaves much to be desired. Before
I'm booted out for this bold statement, let me state my position. The counsellors are not at
fault. We need the adept scholastic counselling that they are able and willing to offer.
Most of our parents have had great aspir ations and plans for "our boy" since we were
knee high to a grasshopper. In several cases this is the precise reason for attending such an
institution as Rose. It would take some fancy doing to convince a parent that his prodigy is
a misguided, misinformed student. The fact re mains though, that we are here to obtain the
best education possible. Expert counselling an d guidance greatly facilitate this goal. By the
time we're second semester sophomores, most of our counsellors know enough about us and
our capabilities to offer sincere, sound advice. They can, without any misgivings say, "Walk
on boy," or "Here's a better path," or even "Get out innocent one, while the gettin's good."
Every counsellor has a keen interest in each of his advisees. At Rose our counsellors
know all of our whims and idiosyncrasies. The advice offered doesn't fit a general "plug"
babbling forth with a familiar, trite spiel. A c ounsellor's solicitousness for you and your ca-
reer is probably more realistic and closer to home than even your parents'. He doesn't think
of you as in a never-never world of gaiety an d revelry as parents unwittingly do. He con-
fronts you with reality—here are your capabi lities, "go to it, man!"
An open-minded student will realize tha t his counsellor is standing at the end of the
field watching him come through the gate. W hy do we half-heartedly consider our counsel-
lor's advice? Of course, it may not conform t o our individual aims, but how can advice be
given if the counsellor doesn't know your per sonal aims. It's only due to a lackadaisical at-
titude on the part of the student that the cou nsellor is misinformed. We purposely evade
counsellors until they rope us and drag us in for a friendly, well-meaning talk.
"How's it going?"
"Oh, 'bout half! See you next grade period."
"Yeh, if I've a long enough rope."
The result of a strained relationship betw een student and counsellor can be very harm-
ful to the student. Counsellors not only try t o advise students, but they advise others con-
cerning us. ob interviewers quiz counsellors. There's no "ankle yankin' " in these discus-
sions. Everything is down to brass tacks. Grad es are only surface material to the interviewer.
From a counsellor he gets information concer ning character and personality, attitude, ability,
perseverance, etc. What sort of impression are you making or have you made with your coun-
sellor? If the shoe fits, wear it; if not, good sh ew!
P. .20.
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Who turned common clay into alumina?
Olin. With a process that economically extracts large
crystals of aluminum sulphate from clay or shale. The
process is already a laboratory reality, now in the pilot
plant stage.
We've also produced the hydrazine that propels
Titan II missiles. And a tough, bullet-stopping plastic.
And many other important advances in our two prin-
cipal areas of activity — chemicals and metals.
At Olin, at least one new product is conceived every
week. Research gets a healthy budget and research
are up 53% over 3 years ago.
One of the more interesting aspects of Olin is that
research is centralized at our new Research Center
in New Haven, Conn. ( all divisions but Squibb, which
is located in New Brunswick, N.J.). Promising gradu-
ates work with the men and the equipment that can
bring them to full potential quickly.
For further information, the man to contact is
Charles M. Forbes, College Relations Officer, Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corporation, 460 Park Avenue,
people, a healthy climate. Research outlays New York 22, New York.
%Olin
CHEMICALS • INTERNATIONAL • METALS • ORGANICS • PACKAGING • SQUIBB • WINCHESTER-WESTERN
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THE PRESIDENT
COMMENTS
. . . a spirit of
liberal culture . .
In the constitution of Tau Beta Pi, the respected en gineering honorary fraternity, appears a phrase which has
inspired generations of top-flight students to broaden their lives. Written in 1885, it states a continuing purpose
to "foster a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering c olleges of America.”
Engineers and scientists, especially young ones, oft en pride themselves on a kind of hard-headed realism, a
pragmatic view of life and a self-sufficiency in a world w hich seems to them often untrustworthy if not downright
unfriendly. These doers and thinkers, quite at home wit h material things as well as with the logic of abstract con-
cepts, often feel uneasy and uncommunicative when con versation shifts to cultural areas, philosophical attitudes,
and deep personal convictions.
Culture is not a solitary thing. It can only be nurtu red in an atmosphere where aspirations and achievements
are shared without fear. In a free society the restraints imposed by an ordered civilization are prerequisite to a
true cultural spirit — the spirit of the whole man, gene rous, unafraid, and yet sensitive to the convictions of
others.
Many opportunities to broaden and enrich our lives invite our active participation here at Rose. Course
offerings, both elective and required, in philosophical problems, semantics, languages and literatures, the history
and institutions of our civilization, reflect the conviction of the faculty that more than a mere acquaintance with
the humanities is an essential part of the professional ed ucation of a Rose man. Besides these academic resources,
the convocation series during the past calendar year ha s brought to the campus such notable occasions as the
Indianapolis Symphony Concert, Senator Barry M. Gold water's presentation of the Schmidt Lecture, plus a varied
spectrum of pleasing programs of music, drama, travel f ilms and lectures. Social events provide still another di-
mension. With two other colleges and well established a rt galleries in the local community, every member of the
Rose "family" has many extra avenues to a broader appreciation of the rich heritage of the society in which he
1 ives.
Perhaps each of us can experience the greatest individual growth from trying to articulate clearly in small
congenial groups on the campus our beliefs, our satisfa ctions, and our criticisms of things as they are. Don't
miss the chance to point your "bull sessions" in the direction of serious talk about values and objectives — it can
be more exciting than some of the favorite topics.
The "collision of minds" that occurs in the give and take of the small college classroom can be a powerful
stimulus for intellectual growth. No less stirring is th e kind of culture shock which follows from a good friend's
honest statement of a set of values differing from your o wn cherished beliefs. But fair play requires you to stick
your own neck out — to be publicly committed to substantial goals. Verbalizing and defending your standards
of conduct and ethics will help you to grow in stature t oward the professional ideal which the Rose tradition
holds before all of us.
To learn thoroughly, to feel deeply, to listen consid erately, to express convictions faithfully but gently
these attributes still identify the cultured man.
HERMAN A. MOENCH
Acting President







"DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW" is a series of articles written by mem-
bers of the faculty at Rose. Each month a different department
will describe for you the nature of their curriculum, some history
of their profession, and what a student in their department might
expect after graduation.
Because satisfaction during years of undergraduate study
is so highly dependent on the proper choice of a curriculum, this
series is designed to differentiate between the various fields of
study at Rose and help the present and prospective student make
his choice. Therefore it would be wise to consider the facts pre-
sented by these authors before making your selection of an un-
dergraduate field of study.
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The first President of the Rose
Polytechnic Institute, Dr. Charles
Oliver Thompson, said at the time of
his inaugural address in 1883 that
14
. the chemical engineer applies
chemistry to the manifold products
that result from the play of chemism
"(1 Although Dr. Thompson
passed away only a few years later,
long before chemical engineering be-
came an established curriculum at
Rose, his remarks present a reason-
ably accurate description of chemi-
cal engineering today, even though
his description was written eighty
years ago.
In general, we shall not try to de-
scribe what chemical engineering
was in the early days of Rose, nor
shall we dwell too long on what
chemical engineering is today. Rather
than do either of these, we shall try
to describe what a student of chemi-
cal engineering might expect in the
future, either as an upperclassman at
Rose or in the next ten to fifteen
years. Certain remarks on the his-
tory of chemical engineering, both
at Rose and elsewhere do seem to
be appropriate, however.
Chemical engineering arose with
the chemical industry, and much,
but by no means all, of chemical
(1) Inaugural address of Charles Oliver
Thompson, A.M., Ph.D., first Presi-
dent of Rose Polytechnical Institute,
March, 1883.
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engineering is devoted to a study and
to a promotion of chemical industry.
The birth of modern chemical in-
dustry was brought about by " . . .
the discovery, by LeBlanc, of his pro-
cess for making soda from common
salt . . . in 1791," according to Arthur
D. Little. (2)
No widespread development of
chemical engineering began until
the early part of the nineteenth
century and this development did
not establish itself to any great ex-
tent in the United States until the
early part of the twentieth century.
It should be realized by the read-
er that chemical engineering was
founded in part upon a basis of eco-
nomics as well as science and engi-
neering. This suspicion is just as true
today as in the beginning of chemi-
cal engineering. Dr. T. J. Williams
stated, speaking of chemical engi-
neering and the chemical industry
today as well as in the future, that
it
. . . The basic function of any
chemical processing plant is the con-
version of chemical raw materials
into new chemical substances of
greater economic value . . . " (3)
The reader should also realize that
chemical engineering may be carried
out even though no chemical re-
actions may be involved. Within the
past few decades, emphasis has been
placed on the role of unit operations
in both the study and the practice
of chemical engineering. A unit
operation is a complete but subordi-
nate process, involving only one
change of state or a series of inter-
dependent changes of state leading
to a single desired result. The same
unit operation may be encountered
in more than one type of chemical
process. For example, distillation, a
unit operation, may be largely the
same for either the petroleum in-
dustry or for the nuclear industry.
The poduct may be different; the unit
operation is the same. "The first . . .
statement of this point of view . . .
(2) "Elements of Chemical Engineering"
Badger, W.L. and McCabe, W.L.. p.
xiv, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York (1936).
(3) "The Operation of the Analog Com-
puter and its Use in Investigating
Chemical Process Dynamics," Wil-
liams, T.J., p. 173, Monsanto Chemi-
cal Company, St. Louis (1960).
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was made by Dr. Arthur D. Little
. . . to the Corporation of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology in
. . . 1915."(2)
Chemical engineering, being one
of the most versatile areas of science
and engineering, has come to include
other concepts as well as the unit
operation concept. In fact, most
chemical engineers no longer place as
much emphasis on unit operations
alone as in the past.
Chemical engineering at Rose is
best defined as the course of study
offered by the Department of Chemi-
cal Engineering at Rose. This course
of study is accredited by the ECPD
and the AIChE, the Engineers' Coun-
cil for Professional Development and
the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, along with 100 other de-
partments of chemical engineering
in the United States. The department
has Dr. J. Nelson Reeds as Head,
along with Professors Anthony G.
Blake and Warren W. Bowden as
well. The Department is very proud
of two traditions. The first is that
the department has a reputation for
a close but informal atmosphere. This
may possibly result from the small
size of the department, it may re-
sult from being somewhat remote in
location from the rest of the build-
ing, or it may result from intangible
quantities as yet unassessed, but the
department is proud of this tradi-
tion. The second tradition is a long
standing interest in research, de-
velopment, and other vital aspects
of professional development. A small
but definite result of this interest has
induced a large number of recent
graduates to go on for further gradu-
ate study. Space does not permit
listing all of the past students who
have gone into graduate study, so
only these three as listed as being
typical. At any rate, chemical engi-
neering at Rose has a record of a
high percentage of students engag-
ing in advanced study. (The depart-
ment gives due recognition to the
fact that the three science depart-
ments at Rose have only recently
granted their first formal degrees in
science. The department welcomes
the challenge that these three de-
partments will present.)
Part of the interest in advanced
study has been awakened by spon-
sored as well as unsponsored re-
search programs at Rose in the De-
partment of Chemical Engineering.
At present, one sponsored program
in "Vapor-Adsorbate Azeotropes" is
underway and other projects are
planned in the application of statisti-
cal mechanics to solution theory as
well as in non-linear control of
chemical reactions. The purpose and
intent of chemical engineering re-
search at Rose is both the training
of graduate students for a Master
of Science, as well as the training
of undergraduates in research par-
ticipation, if they so desire.
It might well be asked, "What do
adsorption theory, statistical mech-
anics, and nonlinear control theory
have to do with unit operations?"
The answer is very little, with the
possible exception, in part, of ad-
sorption theory. Another question
might ask, "Are these research
areas truly chemical engineering?"
The answer is "yes." Although this
particular adsorption research was
planned to be only in the area of
pure, basic science without eventual
practical goals, anyone acquainted
with separation techniques involving
gaseous diffusion is well aware of
the role that adsorption plays in the
process. Gaseous diffusion is very
definitely a unit operation, but it is
more nearly correct to consider
gaseous diffusion to be a general
process used in separation tech-
niques. The basic scientist does not
wish to involve himself with any
process so mundane and practical
that the process may increase eco-
nomic development. Consequently,
a chemical engineer, with some
training in chemistry, might be bet-
ter equipped than a chemist for re-
search involving a process of chemi-
cal engineering by virtue of the
broader training of a chemical engi-
neer.
Similarly, a chemist is always in-
terested in chemical reactions, but
he may not wish to apply any of the








On April 19, 1961, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
approved a system of FM stereo-
phonic broadcasting — FM multi-
plex for short. The idea wa.s not new:
its technical feasibility had been
demonstrated twenty-six years ago.
FM multiplex has not become a boom
overnight. It is a slowly growing
field, but it is sure to become quite
significant.
Over a quarter of a century ago,
the late Edwin Armstrong demon-
strated a technique by which more
than one audio signal could be
transmitted over one basic fre-
quency. In FM multiplex, the right
and left stereo channels and a back-
ground music signal are all trans-
mitted within the frequency assigned
to one FM station.
Early methods of stereophonic
broadcasting used two different
media: AM, FM, and TV were all
used in various combinations. Be-
sides the usual inconvenience of
having to move one of the sets, the
fidelity of this type of stereo was
poor. With two entirely different
sets, and with AM static, inter-
ference, etc., the two channels were
not matched in quality.
As a result of this, General Elec-
tric and Zenith and other companies
began experimenting with FM multi-
plex. Each company worked on its
own system — different from the
others. Consequently, there were at
least seventeen different types of
multiplex. Six were eventually
picked to be tested by the FCC.
The companies were also testing the
systems themselves. General Electric
and Zenith have their own stations:
WGFM in Schenectady and WEFM
in Chicago respectively. These sta-
dons were used extensively by their
owners to test multiplex systems.
The system which the FCC finally
approved is a combination of the
methods of General Electric and
Zenith.
Among the many necessities of the
approved multiplex system, two
were especially important. First
and foremost, the system must be
compatible with the present mono-
phonic FM receivers: these sets
must be able to receive the two
stereo channels as a monophonic
program. Second, the new system
should be compatible with SCA.
Many stations which have an as-
signed FM frequency broadcast mu-
sic to stores, restaurants, banks, of-
fices, etc. on a subcarrier of their
transmission. This is known as SCA
(Subsidiary Communications Auth-
orization) . The approved system does
satisfy these two requirements.
There are four important sections
of the transmitted signal of FM
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multiplex. First, from 50 to 15,000
cycles above the base is the main
channel which consists of both stereo
channels combined. At 19 kc there is
a pilot carrier which is used as a
timing signal when separating the
stereo signals. From 23 to 53 kc the
stereo subchannel consisting of the
difference of the stetreo channeli.
Finally, above this to the 75 kc limit,
the background music subcarrier is
found. A station not broadcasting
multiplex uses up to 20 kc for the
FM station and the band from 20 to
75 kc for the background music
subchannel.
There are actually two equivalent
methods of explaning the detection
of multiplex signals. One is a meth-
od by which each channel is
"sampled," switching between the
two at a rate of 38,000 cycles per
second. This is called time division
multiplex and is a comparatively new
concept. The other method involves
the concept of matrixing and is more
familiar. This type of effect is used
in stereophonic record players. The
idea behind this system is that the
two channels A and B are combined
and separated. By adding the two
stereo subchannels: (A + B) and
(A — B) , the result is basically the
signal from the A channel. Similar-
ly, the B channel can be obtained.
These two signals are then ampli-
fied and fed to the speakers.
Now that there is a system of FM
multiplex which is FCC approved,
there arises a question as to its fu-
ture success. The system has now
been operating less than a year.
There are now only a few stations
which do any multiplex broadcast-
ing. There are two primary reasons
why multiplex is not an overnight
boom: money and listeners.
According to a recent survey by
the National Association of Broad-
casters, seventy-nine FM stations
in the country expected to be broad-
casting multiplex by the end of
1961; 178 by the end of 1962, and
many others at some later date. Many
stations are reluctant to switch to
stereo broadcasting because of the
cost involved. To buy and install
stereo equipment (when it became
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available) could cost a station as
much as six thousand dollars. This
is quite a large figure even for some
of the larger stations. Many of the
smaller stations could not possibly
afford this for a while. As a result,
the arrival of multiplex to many
stations is delayed. Further, the sta-
tion would have to purchase suitable
recorded material which is stereo-
phonic — an added cost over mono-
phonic recordings. Only about three
out of every four stereo recordings
are suitable for multiplex since some
of the recordings for which the two
sources were separated while re-
cording do not blend properly when
both channels are played together.
Stereo tapes often diminish this
problem, but they are not used much
because of their excessive cost.
A second major reason for the
lack of a boom in multiplex is the
razor and blade problem: razors
need blades and blades need razors.
Most manufacturers are hesitant to
build multiplex sets because there
are so few stations broadcasting
multiplex. Conversely, many stations
do not broadcast in stereo because
there are not many sets in the area
which could receive the broadcasts
in stereo. In some places there are
not even many stations broadcast-
ing monophonic FM.
EXISTING RE -




Unlike preamplifiers and power
amplifiers, multiplex adapters will
not be so interchangeable as other
components. Tuners with outputs
for multiplex vary in the character-
istics of the output, and the adapter
must match this output.
Some stations have solved the
equipment problem by building
much of their own equipment. For
example, WKFM in Chicago did
this. In May, 1961, soon after the
FCC approved multiplex, WKFM
decided to prepare immediately for
stereo broadcasting. Since com-
mercial equipment would not be
forthcoming until the following
November, WKFM built much of
its own test equipment and consoles.
The FCC set June 1, 1961 as the
starting date for multiplex broad-
casting. On June 18, 1961, WKFM
had begun some stereo broadcast-
ing while simultaneously maintain-
ing its background music subcarrier.
FM multiplex is a new field. It is
now in the position that television
was about fifteen years ago. As the
problems of cost and equipment are
reduced, multiplex will grow. In the
future it will most likely become as
standard as television is today. FM
multiplex is definitely the stereo-
phonic broadcasting medium of the
future.
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on the concepts of dynamics
in the pre-galilean periods
The foundation of modern physi-
cal science was laid in the seven-
teenth century with the formulation
of physical concepts of Galilean-
Newtonian mechanics. The period
during which a gradual change from
the purely speculative science of the
Scholastics toward the observational
and rational science occurred is
known as the Renaissance. The
Renaissance was once regarded as a
rather spontaneous rebirth of civili-
zation following the Dark Ages.
However, it is now apparent to the
historian that the revival of civiliza-
tion was a gradual process which
was conditioned in many ways by
the ancient and medieval learning
that survived into the early modern
period. Likewise, the physical con-
cepts of Galileo and Newton, radi-
cally different from the Scholastic
as they may seem, must have been
influenced to some extent by their
predecessors and contemporaries.
Galileo did not stand alone. He was
undoubtedly the greatest among men
who, in those times, were building
the foundations of modern science,
but he was not the only one. Great
minds do not occur in mental and
spiritual isolation from their times.
The spirit of Roger Bacon (1214-
1294) was in the air in the seven-
teenth century. Galileo was the su-
preme figure of an intellectual move-
ment then in progress.
Mechanics in the immediate pre-
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Galilean period was mainly Aristot-
elian with some traces of Archime-
dean nature. Some criticisms and
modifications of Aristotelian me-
chanics took place from the thir-
teenth through the fifteenth century.
The continual modification of Aris-
totelian mechanics had so seriously
undermined the validity of its basic
concepts that a new mechanical sys-
tem was required to take its place.
The Galilean-Newtonian system of
the seventeenth century fulfilled that
requirement.
Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) has
often been called the creator of mod-
em science. He was undoubtedly an
imaginative individual about whom
a legend of scientific achievement
has grown. In the field of mechan-
ics, he is credited with setting up
the experimental method of scien-
tific investigation, deriving the laws
of falling bodies, using an integral
of motion, introducing the concept of
inertia, treating momentum mathe-
matically, developing the idea of
virtual work, and applying the latter
to solving problems in statics. How-
ever, in his writings, he used what
to us are familiar words which were
charged with antique and medieval
connotations. It is therefore neces-
sary to examine the degree to which
he may be associated with these de-
velopments.
So far as mechanics is concerned,
the biography of Galileo should be
investigated in three major periods.
The first period, from 1581 to 1592,
centered about the university at
Pisa. Here he started his academic
career studying medicine under the
t botanist, Andrew Cae. At the
same time, he continued his study of
arts. He soon realized that if he
were to be successful in arts and mu-
sic, he would also have to study
mathematics. His work in geometry
under the direction of Ostillio Ricci
became a most important milestone
in Galileo's life. The reading of
Euclid so stimulated his interest in
mathematics that he was able to
overcome his parental objection and
to devote his entire energy to the
study of mathematics. Galileo's work
at Pisa shows him to be bound to
the contemporary academic prob-
lems and his solutions to be largely
traditional. His physical approach
to mechanics showed strong influ-
ence by Greek Mathematics. Be-
tween 1589 and 1591, Galileo wrote
De Motu which was a collection of
scattered writings that reflected his
traditional viewpoint. This book
probably grew from the notes he
took in his physics courses.
The second period, from 1592 to
1610, centered about his academic
position at Padua. This was prob-
ably his most productive period. It
was here that he produced his first
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original work in mechanics, called
Le Mecaniche, with a great deal of
influence by Aristotle and Archi-
medes. This book was circulated in
manuscript form until 1634 when it
was published first in French trans-
lation. It was also in Padua that
Galileo developed a friendship with
Kepler, and as a result he became
converted to Copernicism. Here he
was able to speak freely about his
ideas, as he could not in Pisa. In a
letter to Paoli Sarpi in 1604 he ex-
pressed his ideas of free fall. About
this time Galilei learned of the in-
vention of a telescope by a Dutch op-
tician, Hans Lippershey. After mak-
ing a telescope himself, Galileo be-
gan a skillful and systematic use of
it in the investigation of the stars.
In 1610 Galileo published The Starry
Messenger which gave him immedi-
ate fame and stimulated the con-
demnation of the Copernican Theory
in 1616.
The third period, from 1612 to
1642, found Galileo as a court phil-
osopher at Florence. In 1632 he
published his Dialogue on the Two
Chief Systems of the World, or the
Dialogo, in which he compared the
Copernican and Ptolemaic systems
and attacked Aristotelian physics.
He also made therein his first cor-
rect statement of the idea of free fall
in the proper form. When this work
was condemned, Galileo returned to
the mechanistic work of his Padua
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period. In 1638 he published his Dis-
courses on the Two New Sciences, or
the Discoursi, in which he discussed
acceleration and the parabolic tra-
jectories of projectiles.
According to Newton, Galileo, in
framing the law of acceleration of
bodies, had known of the two New-
tonian laws of motion. This is very
doubtful. It is also said that Galileo
foreshadowed the concept of mo-
mentum by his use of impeto and
momento. Galileo did not make a
universal definition of impeto and
moment° in his De Motu. He used
the term impeto to mean an im-
pressed force which was self-
expending, i.e., "the virtue impressed
progressively weakens in the projec-
tile when separated from the mover."
However, in the Dialog°, this impeto
lasts indefinitely and it is now an ef-
fect rather than a cause. It seems
that Galileo understood impeto as a
tendency to motion. In the Dis-
coursi on hydrostatics, published in
Florence in 1612, the concept of mo-
mento appeared as meaning the
product of force and velocity, i.e.,
"momento signifies that virtue, that
action, that effective power by which
the mover moves and the mobile re-
sists." Both impeto and momento de-
pend on weight and velocity, and
Galileo never arrived at the concept
of mass. The notion of mass was con-
tributed later by Rene Descartes
(1596-1650). Galileo brought many
ideas of statics to bear on dynamic
concepts, as in his virtual velocity.
It was Paoli Sarpi who stated that
Galileo was known to be a good sci-
entist in his time and that Galileo
knew this to be true. In his Two
New Sciences, Galileo stated that he
had now given a new science to an
old subject, and inferred that he
alone had made these mechanical
discoveries. However, the period
preceding Galileo was rich in scien-
tific concepts, and thus some of the
concepts relating to mechanics ante-
cedent to those of Galileo deserve
examination.
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) was the
first man to work on mechanics and
motion in a scientific form. In his
Physics and De Caelo, Aristotle de-
scribed his finite, spherical universe.
He made two divisions in this uni-
verse — the terrestrial and the
celestial. In the terrestrial there are
four elements — earth, air, fire and
water, each with its proper place in
concentric shells around the earth.
In this terrestrial sphere there are
two kinds of simple rectilinear mo-
tion —a natural tendency for an
object to return to its proper place,
and a violent motion caused by an
external force that attempts to move
an object from its natural place. To
Aristotle motion is a process, not a
state. It is an entity whose funda-
mental character is succession. He
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also required that if there is a force,
there must be a resistance. In the
celestial sphere there is only circular
motion which is fostered by a prime
mover or a supreme intelligence. This
celestial motion introduces natural
motion to the terrestial bodies. It is
not too clear just how this influence
is accomplished.
Aristotle formulated his mechani-
cal concepts in terms of an elemen-
tary quantified force. If we use
modem notations, Aristotle's formu-
la can be written as
oc —
R
in which, S is the displacement, T is
the time, F is the applied force, and
R is the resistance. In natural mo-
tion, F is equal to the weight of the
object and R is the medium — in
most cases, air. Aristotle did not
believe that a vacuum is possible
because "nature abhors a vacuum."
In unnatural motion, F is the physi-
cal exertion and R becomes the
weight of the body being hurled.
It is, however, not possible to treat
the above formula literally, for if
F = R, the formula yields some
constant velocity. This is not true.
Therefore, Aristotle used this re-
lationship only when F is greater
than R.
In this mechanical system Aris-
totle left two difficult problems
which had poor answers. One of the
problems was, why does accelera-
tion occur in falling bodies? Aris-
totle explained that there is less
resistance as the body descends. A
second problem in projectile motion
centered around the explanation
that if motion is a process with F
and R in contact, why does motion
continue after the object leaves the
hand? He gave two explanations.
One explanation was that as a body
moves, the air in front of the body
comes around it and pushes it for-
ward. This concept was based on
Plato's idea that nature abhors a
vacuum. The second explanation
which he f a v or ed was that
the elastic air is disturbed by the
moved and carries the projectile
along. Air is not set in motion, but
it is endowed with a faculty of im-
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parting motion to the projectile.
This motion is gradually propagated
in successive layers of air until it
dies out. What resides in the air is
not a motion, but a force which over-
comes the tendency of the projectile
to return to its natural place. If this
is the case, motion is not continuous
because the air forces the projectile
ahead in pulses.
The Aristotelian concepts were
subjected to severe criticisms in the
sixth century by a Neo-Platonic
commentator, John Philoponus, who
initiated the proto-momentum con-
cepts. Philoponus suggested that
the fundamental and original de-
terminer of movement is a motive
force. Projectile motion is not as
Asitotle stated; air restricts rather
than assists motion. If there were
no resistance, that is, if bodies were
moving in a vacuum, a kinetic or
dynamic force would be imparted
to the projectile (not to the medium)
to move it a certain distance in a
certain length of time. Thus, the
force imparted to the projectile is
self-expending.
In the ninth and tenth centuries,
Greek culture moved to the Arab
world where the famous Islamic
physician and philosopher Ibn Sina
(Avicenna, died 1037) wrote the
Book of the Healing of the Soul
which is essentially a commentary
on the works of Aristotle. Here we
notice that Philoponus' concepts of
dynamics exerted considerable in-
fluence on the Islamic author.
Aviceena first reviewed the ideas
of Aristotle and then set forth two
of his own. In one of these he con-
sidered movement as discontinuous,
where moments of movements are
interrupted by moments of rest. Ob-
jects move in spurts and have a pro-
pensity to move even during each
moment of rest. His other idea is the
so-called "mail" theory. Avicenna
considered that a projectile moves
because it acquires a natural in-
clination or mai/ which is transferred
by the force of the original projector
to the projectile. Mail is an inter-
mediary agent that is different from
the cause that starts the motion. So
far as movement is concerned, the
mail seems to sound like the vis
inertiae of Newtonian physics. Avi-
cenna at least considered the mai/ as
the instrument of force in contrast to
the moving force of the Aristotelian
system. He further defined three
types of mail: psychic, natural, and
violent. The psychic mail is the
means by which the idea of the soul
is transferred to action; the natural
mail is the inherent form that trans-
mits action to a body such as the
action of gravity on a falling body;
and the violent mai/ is the im-
pressed force in a projectile. The ac-
tion of the mail differs according to
the weight of the object to which it
is communicated. One most interest-
ing observation later in the four-
teenth century was that if there were
no resistance to the mail, it would
last indefinitely.
In the twelfth century, another
famous Islamic doctor, Abu 1-Bara-
kat (died about 1164) modified the
nature of Avicenna's violent mai/ by
proposing that the inclination of
force and resistance act at the same
time in opposition rather than in
sequence as Avicenna had proposed.
Abu 1-Barakat stated further that
these could be a void and that the
impressed mai/ is self-expending. He
explained accelerated motion as the
conflict between force and resistance,
resulting in the expension of the
violent mail and the continuous force
that tends to restore the projectile
to its natural place. He also stated
that because the weight of the body
is always present, instants of mail
are continually produced and their
effect is additive, thus yielding ac-
celeration. The later Islamic authors
rejected the fighting force concept
and retained the idea of additive
The culture of Greece moved from
the Arab world to Spain and Italy
during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, and Arabic books were
translated into Latin. There is no di-
rect proof that the mai/ theory came
directly to the Western World in
tanslation. However, since the ma-
jor works of the Arab world did
come over, it is likely that the mail




February and winter, with all
their snow, ice, dirty cars that won't
start, and the somewhat chilly winds
that whistle nightly through sleep-
ing quarters here at Beta Upsilon
will soon be gone and forgotten. The
issue at hand, however, is the new
semester and all that it brings with
it.
Sunday, January 7, was the date of
the Delta Gamma-Sigma Nu snow-
ball. Instead of having a plain old
trade party on a plain old Friday
night at the house, we took ad-
vantage of the snow and went sliding
at Phoenix with the girls. When our
toes had frozen and our fingers were
beginning to freeze we headed back
to 831 S. Center for hot chocolate
and doughnuts. After we warmed
up enough, we spent the remaining
time twisting. This mixer was dif-
ferent, and we all enjoyed ourselves
more than we can remember. Thanks
go to our social chairman, Steve
O'Neil, for a job well done. (How
did you know there would be snow,
Steve?)
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Brother Bon Bonson has finally
weakened and been tamed by a
member of the fair sex. Bob is
pinned to Miss Raj ean Rhodes.
Brother Gary Valbert has decided to
forsake Aretta's cooking, and be-
came engaged to Mis.s Marcia Rad-
cliffe over the Christmas holidays.
Brother Chuck Gilbert, who is with
us once again this semester, was
married to Miss Cinda Cox on Feb-
ruary 3.
Sigma Nu's "fearless fivesome" on
the hardwood are going strong at
this point, under the able guidance
of Brother Fred Morgan. In the first
game we were able to defeat Theta
Xi. Keep up the good work, guys.
Brother Dave Larue was formally
initiated in ceremonies held January
17. Congratulations Dave.
The last get acquainted parties for
the freshman were held January 15.
At this time formal rush is once
again upon us. Nuff said.
With this new semester more study
and more social activity and more
than enough exercise in the miscel-




A report on Terre Haute! It ap-
pears that our attempt for muscular
distrophy was quite successful. With
a time lapse of approximately 2
hours, the total contributions
amounted to about $400, all of which
went to help combat muscular dis-
trophy. We had brothers stationed
at various locations, including 25th
and Wabash, 7th and Wabash, 6th
and Wabash, Southland, and Mead-
ows Shopping centers. It was a most
physically freezing but emotionally
heart-warming experience.
Well, it appears that George Mc-
Lellan's reign of terror is finally
over, the following Mafia Malone in-
to the regions of has-been-in-power-
ism. Into his place steps (wearing his
famous yellow and white, size 15,
Kentucky hillbilly sandals, first seen
in the Rose Riots) D. Lynn Roberts
for a quick grab of power. Assisting
(Continued cm page 33)
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the value of tests
Do you know why you take a
test? Do you know their value to
you and to your teacher? Most peo-
ple have a vague idea; some think
that tests are given to show their
lack of knowledge and others know
that this is one of the reasons. A
test, if written properly, will be a
definite guide to both teacher and
pupil.
First let's see what information
a good teacher will gain from a test.
For one he will get a scale or rating
upon which he can base grades, and
while this is important he is far more
interested in other ramifications. His
really important information is in
the evaluation of the student's abil-
ity and his own teaching methods.
When evaluating the student the
instructor looks to see whether his
thinking is logical and orderly, and
if his answers show interest in the
course and adequate knowledge of it.
The teacher's job is to help the
student learn and a test tells him
how well he's doing the job. Since
he knows a student's ability he can
then see how effective his presenta-
tion is. When he asks a question on
material covered he tries to see
whether or not he has put across
the information he desired, and to see
if this has enriched the student's
knowledge and made his understand-
ing of the subject more complete. In
demanding that a student analyze
and understand a subject, he may
have shown him a new approach in
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thinking or in handling a problem.
He can hope that his interest in the
subject and his enthusiasm have pro-
vided a stimulus to interest the
student and make him desire to
learn more. Learning is an inward
spring which we cannot force
people to develop, but in which we
can only coax and cajole and make
them realize what an exhilarating
and satisfying experience it can be.
If a teacher is really conscientious
and self-demanding he will continu-
ally use tests to improve his ma-
terial and presentation with new and
better methods of thinking; striving
to make each and every student, no
matter what his capabilities, a bet-
ter person, make him more under-
standing, and help him become cog-
nizant of the fascinating world he
lives in.
When we as pupils realize that
testing is an integral part of our
education, we can accomplish more.
As Dr. Knudsen put it, "A good
student is continually testing him-
self." He has found that he can
glance at a subject and blindly ac-
cept it or he can try to find its logic
and use. To explain material to him-
self requires an understanding which
can not be obtained in a cursory ex-
amination of it. He starts at the be-
ginning and in terms of ideas he can
easily use he attempts to reach a
better understanding by forcing him-
self to the finish. Perhaps he will
find a new idea or concept through
better understanding by forcing
himself to the finish. Perhaps he
will find a new idea or concept
through his thinking. Newton cer-
tainly couldn't have formulated his
physical laws or developed calculus
if he hadn't many times worked
through a knotty problem and dis-
covered that he had found a new
method or idea. Men of his caliber
just don't happen; their whole lives
are spent thinking, working and try-
ing to have a better understanding.
You just can't get something with-
out effort.
Therefore learn to test yourself,
and learn that the test that is given
you by a teacher is to further your
understanding.
When you get a test back, look
at your errors, find out where your
knowledge was insufficient and cor-
rect this error. See whether you
presented your ideas in an orderly
fashion and see whether you ade-
quately sold your ideas and thought
processes. This i3 the most impor-
tant part of having an idea, for if
you can't communicate it, its value
will be wasted and perhaps the
world will be a little poorer at its
lass.
Take the test then as an important
tool in learning. Make use of every
bit of information you can glean from
it by analyzing your errors and see-
ing if you truly have learned and
improved yourself.
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Learning never stops for engineers at Western Electric
There's no place at Western Electric for engineers who feel
that college diplomas signify the end of their education.
However, if a man can meet our quality standards and feels
that he is really just beginning to learn . . and if he is
ready to launch his career where learning is an important
part of the job and where graduate-level training on and off
the job is encouraged — we want and need him.
At Western Electric, in addition to the normal learning-
while-doing, engineers are encouraged to move ahead in
their fields by several types of educational programs.
Western maintains its own full-time graduate engineering
training program, seven formal management courses, and a
tuition refund plan for out-of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is just one reason why a career
at Western Electric is so stimulating. Of equal importance.
however, is the nature of the work we do. Our new engi-
neers are taking part in projects that implement the whole
art of modern telephony from high-speed sound transmission
and solar cells, to electronic telephone offices and computer-
controlled production techniques.
Should you join us 110W, you will be coming to Western
Electric at one of the best times in the company's history.
In the management area alone, several thousand supervisory
jobs are expected to open up to W.E. people within the next
10 years. And our work of building communications equip-
ment and systems becomes increasingly challenging and
important as the communications needs of our nation and
the world continue to increase.
Challenging opportunities exist now at Western Electric for electrical,
mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. All qualified applicants will
receive careful consideration for employment without regard to race,
creed, color or national origin. For more information about Western
Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6205,
222 Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to arrange for a
Western Electric interview when our college representatives visit your
campus.
Wogrern Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY --r- UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny. N. J.; Baltimore. Md.: Indianapolis. Ind.: Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover,
Mass.. Omaha. Neb : Kansas City. Mo : Columbus, Ohio: Oklahoma City. Okla. Engineering Research Center. Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III.. and
Little Rock, Ark Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.











EVERY TECHNICAL TALENT AT
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Almost every scientifically trained man can find stimulating and rewarding career
opportunities within the broad spectrum of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft activities.
From the solid foundation of 36 years as a world leader in flight propulsion
systems, P&WA development activities and research investigations today are far
ranging. In addition to continuing and concentrated development effort on air
breathing and rocket engines, new and exciting avenues are being explored in
every field of advanced aerospace, m-arine, and industrial power applications.
The reach of the future ahead is indicated by current programs. Presently,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is exploring the fringe areas of technical knowledge in
magnetohydrodynamics . . . thermionics and thermo-electric conversions . . . hyper-
sonic. propulsion . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young
engineers and scientists. Your degree? It can be in: MECHANICAL 11 AERO-
NAUTICAL iF ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
PHYSICS ' CHEMISTRY a METALLURGY CERAMICS a MATHE-
MATICS ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. And a future of recognition
and advancement may be here for you.
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Conn.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS East Hartford. Connecticut
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER Palm Beach County, Florida
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without 
regard to race, creed, color
or national origi'n.
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At AC-Milwaukee, the moon, planets and stars beyond are constantly in the thoughts of our
engineers and scientists.
We're in the navigation business and have been since 1948. We are now developing & manufacturing
Inertial Guidance Systems for the TITAN II, THOR and MACE missiles, and a modified Bombing
Navigation System (ASQ-48) for the B-52C&D. Research and development programs include navigation
systems for mobile ICBMs, space vehicles, supersonic aircraft and ocean vessels. AC-Milwaukee is
also now producing the AChieverfone mobile radiotelephone.
You will find AC-Milwaukee an excellent place to begin your professional career. If you have a BS or
MS degree in E.E., M.E. or Physics, contact your College Placement Office for a General Motors-AC
campus interview or write to Mr. G. F. Raasch, Director of Scientific and Professional Employment,
Dept. 5753, 7929 South Howell, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. (Advanced positions are also available for men
completing their doctorates with specialization in guidance and navigation.)
To provide a transition from academic learning to practical career development AC offers the following training programs:
MILWAUKEE—Career Acceleration Program—A twelve-month program with formalized classroom instruction given in
conjunction with rotating job assignments in Manufacturing, Reliability and Engineering. Courses include: Ballistic and
Cruise Missile Laboratory Sessions, Advanced Servomechanisms, Principles of Airborne Digital Computers, Basic
Principles of Inertial Guidance, Semi-conductor Technology, Probability and Statistics, Philosophy of Reliability. Field
Service Program—Two- to four-month classroom and laboratory training on inertial guidance systems or bombing navigation
systems. Domestic and foreign assignments follow completion of program. BOSTON—Advanced Concepts Research and
Development On-the-Job Training Program—AC's Boston Laboratory is engaged in development of navigational systems
for manned aircraft, ballistic missiles and space vehicles. LOS ANGELES—Advanced Concepts Research and Development
On-the-Job Training Program— AC's Los Angeies Laboratory is occupied with advanced guidance research for space vehicles
and ballistic missiles, plus advanced research in special purpose digital computers. An Equal Opportunity Employer
AC SPARK PLUG i;ii) THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS • MILWAUKEE • LOS ANGELES • BOSTON
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library notes
To read well is to think well; the
eye is merely the servant of the
alert mind.—R. L. LYMAN
We wish to call to your attention
the following new periodicals which





Doklady Akademi iNauk, SSR
(in Russian)
Industrial & Engineering Chemis-
try
Fundamentals
Process Design and Development
Product Research and Develop-
ment
Inorganic Chemistry














FROM THE NEW BOOKSHELF
In a series of "Great Religions of
Modern Man" of which there are six
volumes, each volume treats one of
the major religions as follows:
Buddhism, edited by Richard A.
Gard
Interest in the religions of the
Orient has grown with the increas-
ing involvement of the East in world
affairs. Buddhism, not only as one of
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the major religious movements of
the world, but as a dominant political
and social influence is being sub-
jected to ever increasing study.
This volume, which presents the be-
liefs and practice of Buddhism as
expressed in the major writings of
the Buddhist tradition, is therefore
both highly informative and timely.
Christianity: Catholicism, edited
by George Brantl
In describing Catholic experience,
this volume moves from the predica-
ment of man without God toward
the transformation of experience to
which Christian faith opens the way.
The volume concludes with the
Catholic positions on time and
eternity, Purgatory, and the Four
Last Things (Death, Judgment, Hell,
Heaven). These major areas are ex-
emplified in classic writings from
the Scriptures, the liturgy, the
Fathers of the Church, papal pro-
nouncements, and the theological
and philosophoical traditions.
Christianity: Protestantism,
edited by J. Leslie Dunstan
Protestantism, edited by J. Leslie
Dunstan
Protestantism builds with certain
guiding insights: that religious be-
liefs grow out of living experience,
that beliefs though related to that
which is unchanging in the Christian
by Carson Benneit
and Winifred Kitaoka
revelation, must reflect the continu-
ally shifting human situation. From
this vantage point, the volume ap-
proaches the protestant tradition as
the adherence to the primacy of hu-
man freedom and responsibility




Hinduism is presented in this vol-
ume in its historical evolution and
influence as well as in its integral
structure as a way of life. After a
comprehensive Introduction, Mr.
Renou presents an extensive selec-
tion from the classical texts upon
which Hinduism is built on in which




Islam is much more than a formal
religion: it is an integral way of life.
In many ways it is a more deter-
mining factor in the experience of
its followers than any other world
religion. With its strong emphasis
on the brotherhood of men cooper-
ating to fulfill the will of Allah,
Islam has become one of the most
influential religions in the world to-
day.





The World's Longest Suspension
Bridge
The world-famous Golden Gate
Bridge is in the process of losing its
title. It will be edged out by a 60-
foot margin by the new Verrazano-
Narrows Bridge across the entrance
to New York Harbor.
The over-all length of the new
bridge and its immediate approaches
will be nearly three miles, extending
from 92nd Street near Fort Hamilton
Parkway in Brooklyn to just west of
Fort Wadsworth in Staten Island.
Plans call for the completion of the
upper level in 1965. The lower level
with its approach ramps will be com-
pleted when traffic requires the ad-
ditional capacity.
The length of the center span alone
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is 4,260 feet. It compares with the
4,200-foot span of Golden Gate
Bridge, now the world's longest.
Side spans are 1,215 feet long. The
Staten Island anchorage will be lo-
cated several hundred feet east of
Fort Wadsworth and the Brooklyn
anchorage just west of Fort Hamil-
ton.
The bridge's two giant towers (the
first is being erected by Bethlehem
Steel Co.) will reach 690 feet above
mean high water. Vertical clearance
over the channel at the mid-point of
the suspension span will be 228 feet,
permitting uninterrupted movement
of the largest commercial and naval
vessels.
The Verrazano-Narrows Bridge
has a two-fold purpose, to provide a
new acces to New York from Staten
Island and to provide a by-pass route
for traffic around New York's cen-
tral business district.
In the first full year of operation,
the bridge will handle an estimated
12,600,000 vehicles. The approximate
capacity of the bridge with both
levels operating is 48,000,000 vehicles
annually.
Levacor
Presently in the laboratories of
Ford Motor Company and under the
direction of Dr. Andrew A. Kucher,
Ford vice-president of engineering
and research, is a new twist in trans-
portation called the Levacar. The
Ford model of the Levacar concept
is a five-ft. long version of a proposed
inter-city passenger carrier called
the Aeolus.
The Levacar is propeller-driven
while it is supported by a thin sheet
of air a fraction of an inch above
a special rail surface. Dr. Kucher
envisions the full scale model, cap-
able of handling 200 passengers, as
being powered by gas turbine en-
gines driving the propellers and
turbo-compressors supplying the lift.
Having practically no friction
problem, the Levacar is expected to
easily attain speeds of from 100 to
150 mph.
The vehicle is guided by Levapads
that face the inside of the rail and
work on the same principle as the
lift pads.
(Continued on page 31)
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• This vast, 217-acre complex of test cells and
modern laboratories is the Allison Division, Re-
search and Development Center in Indianapolis.
Here, Allison scientists and engineers are pursu-
ing numerous challenging and exciting research
projects involving power and propulsion systems
of the next generation.
Facilities at Allison's R&D Center inc1ude a high
altitude chamber capable of simulating altitudes up
to nearly 200 miles. Presently the chamber is a
prime data source for studies relating to magneto-
fluiddynamics and the environmental simulation of
space radiators.
Allison's Rocket Propulsion Facility includes
laboratories for rocket motor and nozzle testing.
An 18 x 64-foot rocket propulsion chamber is ca-
pable of testing up to 1000 pounds of either solid or
liquid propellant at 25,000 pounds thrust.
Rocket propulsion nozzles can be tested over a
thrust range of 100 to 25,000 pounds in the nozzle
test facility. In the nearby combustion laboratory,
engineers can study the internal characteristics of
gas turbine nozzles. Here compressed air can be
supplied at pressures up to 270 psia, with exhaust
pressures simulating altitudes from sea level to
75,000 feet—an available pressure ratio of more
than 500 to one.
Latest addition to this phase of our research pro-
gram is the solid fuel rocket static test firing pad in






built by Allison to accommodate rocket thrusts up
to 12,750 pounds, this new facility is being used for
evaluation and perfection of such current projects
as space vehicle and attitude control systems, and
advanced rocket nozzles. Provisions are incorpo-
rated to apply varying degrees of yaw, pitch and
roll—conditions that are corrected by the attitude
control system to demonstrate its ability to keep a
missile or space vehicle on its programmed course.
Of course, these are only a few of the facilities
and research projects at Allison. There's a labora-
tory for virtually any requirement—physical optics,
radio-isotope, infra-red, solid state physics, physical
chemistry, direct conversion, heat transfer, fluid
dynamics, to name a few.
And the story doesn't end here. The Allison
Scientific Advisory Board, American and European
consultants, and the vast resources of the entire
General Motors organization also support Allison's
efforts.
These extensive facilities plus research work un-
derway and nearly half a century of experience in
energy conversion represent the capabilities which
Allison is harnessing in its contribution to the
aerospace needs of the future.
Energy Conversion is Our Business
ALLISON DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION




MECHANICAL ENGINEERING . . .
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ... INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING . . . PHYSICS . . . CHEMISTRY
. . . or METALLURGY, chances are that
your talents and capabilities will fit
into our ever-expanding R&D picture.
Delco's Research and Development program requires
a magnitude of engineering and scientific application.
And, responsible positions are available to those
technically-trained, young graduates who can qualify
for a place on the aggressive Delco-GM team.
Delco is a world leader in automotive radio engineering
and production. And, since our beginning in 1936,
we have grown steadily, keeping pace with the rapidly
expanding electronics industry. Today, with this world
of experience and knowledge in electronics & solid state devices,
it's only natural that Delco would become deeply involved
in important missiles and allied fields.
Plan now to start your career with Delco. Write to
Mr. Carl D. Longshore, Supervisor of Salaried Employment,
for additional information. Or, arrange an interview







vis. its your campus.




Whether in the hallway wearing a black sheathe or
in the laboratory wearing her "working clothes," this
month's Miss Technic is bound to make any engineer's
mind wander.
Not that any of you might be interested but her
name is Jane Thompson, and she is from Terre Haute.
Miss Thompson is a Delta Gamma pledge and a fresh-
man at Indiana State College where she is majoring
in Pre-Dental.
Jane is eighteen years old, stands 5'-6", weights 1.20
centals and measures 8.5 hands-0.333 fathoms-0.025
bolts. Anyone care for a dental check-up?
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Our representative will be on campus
March 2nd




Chemical and Civil Engineering ;
Economics; and Accounting
Detailed information about NIPSCO is available
in the Placement Office.
Northern Indiana Public Service Company
serving today . . . building for the future
Use this space to
YOUR ADvantage
Present your company to present and future
engineers on our distribution list
Our Magazine is the oldest College Engineering
magazine in continuous publication
2400 copies circulated in February. Circula-
tion expected to reach 3000 by May, 1962






(Continued from page 14)
idea did too. Aquinas and Bacon,
among other thirteenth century
schoolmen, mentioned impressed
force, only to reject it.
In about 1320, Francois de Mar-
chia gave one form of the impressed
force idea and it was very well re-
ceived by contemporary scholars. He
called the temporary, self-expend-
ing impressed force the vis derelicta,
and considered that such a force as
being "intermediate" between a per-
manent quality and a purely suc-
cessive form like motion. Marchia
stated that the "force" was "lef t
behind" in the medium as well as in
the projectile in order to compro-
mise with Aristotle's idea. Marchia
was probably the first one to sug-
gest that these forces might also
dominate celestial activities.
William of Ockham (1300-1350) ,
in his nominalistic fashion, denied
motion as an entity. He defined mo-
tion as shorthand for a collective
statement of the individual points
that a projectile occupies. He felt
that the only statement that could
be made regarding motion was the
immediate position of the body. This
treatment foreshowed the seven-
teenth century emphasis on descrip-
tion rather than the orthological in-
vestigations of earlier periods.
In 1328-1358, John Buridan who
was the Rector of the University of
Paris initiated the idea of "impetus."
He gave the first quasi-quantitative
description of impetus by saying that
its is directly proportional to the
quantity of prime matter in the pro-
jectile and its velocity. Buridan's
theory was that the mover imparts
to the mobile a certain impetus, a
certain motive force in the same
direction in which the mover itself
is moving, and that the more quickly
the mobile is moved, the greater the
impetus is imparted. It is this
impetus that moves the projectile
after the projiciens has ceased to
move it. However, because of the re-
sistance of the air and of the gravity
of the projectile, which forces the
projectile to move it, this inipetus is
continually weakened. Consequently
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the motion of the projectile slows
down constantly and thus the im-
petus is decreased because gravity
predominates and moves the pro-
jectile toward its natural place.
Buridan also stated that the greater
the amount of matter in a body, the
greater is the capacity to receive
impetus. That is why it is possible
to throw a piece of iron farther than
a feather. The impetus of the feather
is immediately destroyed by the re-
sistance of the air. That is also why
a small wheel is more easily stopped
than a big one. Impetus is pro-
portionately increased with the
velocity imparted to the mobile.
Furthermore, Buridan used the im-
petus theory to explain celestial
motion. He explained that God put
the heavens in motion and they re-
main so because there are no con-
trary forces acting on celestial
bodies.
The theory of impetus was taken
up in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and
sixteenth centuries by various schol-
ars. Nicole Oresme, who taught at
the College of Navarre from 1348
to 1362, before becoming Bishop of
Lisiux in 1377, proposed that the ac-
celeration of motion gives birth to an
impetus, which in its turn generates
a further acceleration.
These were common ideas in the
time of Galileo. Galileo was prob-
ably much influenced by the impetus
concept which was currently dis-
cussed among scholars.
Galileo's discovery of the great
mystery of nature's machinery has
rightfully acclaimed him as the
"father of modern science." The
greatest minds in science and in
philosophy that have come after him
write in whole-hearted admiration
of the work of this supreme thinker.
In the modern world we have, of
course, gone far beyond what Galileo
did. But it was Galileo who supplied
the foundations upon which all since
him have built. The fact that Galileo
discovered the method of modern
science will enable him to remain
forever as the supreme example of
the power of the human mind to
bring order into our observations of
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Communication by satellite will
revolutionize the techniques of com-
munication; it will be the answer to
the limitations of today that hamper
instant long-distance communication.
Radio waves, our chief means of
communication, travel in straight
lines and long distance communica-
tion is made possible only by the
ionosphere, a reflecting layer sur-
rounding the earth. The ionosphere
reflects back waves in the broad-
cast and short-wave bands, but per-
formance is not always sufficient and
it doesn't reflect the very short
waves. These slice straight through
it and head on out into space.
Television is one means of com-
munication confined to the very
short waves. TV waves go straight
on out into space giving excellent
entertainment for Martians but not
for the earthlings in the next state.
This is why the United States is
covered with hundreds of TV sta-
tions to relay signals in order to
satisfy the insatiate desires of the
ever increasing number of "vidiots."
Still a greater problem is trans-
oceanic TV communication. As of
today the only practical answer pro-
posed is a satellite in space acting as
a relay station. World coverage
could be obtained through relay
satellites giving clear, clean signals
coming directly from space with no
background interference and no
ghostly echoes picked up by reflec-
tion from nearby structures, thus
making viewing more pleasant for
those minds already hypnotized by
the "cathode-ray tube cyclops."
One great advantage of satellite
relays is that they will make avail-
able vast new bands of the radio
spectrum, providing a source of at
least a million simultaneous TV
channels, or a billion radio circuits.
No longer would there be any limi-
tations to the transmission of sound
and vision. Communication would
become unlimited. 'There would be
practically no interference like that
common to today and jamming would
be as difficult as blocking the light
incident from the universe.
It would be difficult to speculate
on the effect that such communica-
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tion would have on the cultural, po-
litical, and moral climate of the
world. The world could be flooded
with inexpensive transistor radios
allowing millions who have never
learned to read, who have never seen
a movie, fall under the hypnotic
spell of skillful propaganda which
could result in uncommitted nations
becoming committed to the political
faction that controlled the satellite
relays.
The coming of global TV and radio
coverage would end the cultural and
political isolation which still exists
over the world. It could mean the
end to the intellectual vacuum of the
small towns in rural areas; both
rural and metropolitan areas could
share the same intellectual environ-
ment. When all the people have
equal access to the same vast com-
munication network they will be-
come citizens of the world with a
greater feeling of brotherhood and
understanding.
The potentials shown in 1960 by
Echo I, Courier IB, and other data-
transmitting satellites encouraged
the already active interest of the
U.S. communication industry.
The first company to submit a
concrete proposal was A.T.&T. Be-
cause of the close involvement in the
Echo project, A.T.&T. investigated
the possibilities of a passive system
with twenty-five or more shiny bal-
loon spheres in low, random orbits.
Balloons have the advantages of be-
ing light, simple, cheap, and with no
working parts. They can also be
used by anyone with powerful
enough equipment to bounce sig-
nals off such satellites.
The main problem of passive satel-
lite communication is the weakness
of the reflected signal and the screen-
ing out of ground noises that would
hinder reception. A satellite at a
distance of 1000 miles receives only
about a millionth of the original sig-
nal; in travelling such a great dis-
tance the arc of the transmitter
beam has greatly increased. The
satellite reflects this signal in all di-
rections and most of the energy is
wasted in space. The ground station
receives about one billionth of the
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reflected message. Thus, the orig-
inal signal has been diluted many
times making it difficult to receive
intelligible messages for telephone
and television communication.
A major ground interference is
from the large network of micro-
wave channels used by the television
and telephone industry. Another
type of interference that would
bother faint satellite messages is
thermal noise or "Johnson noise"
named for a Bell scientist, J. B.
Johnson, now retired. Johnson noise
is the low-frequency part of the
electromagnetic radiation sent out
by all hot bodies where in this case
"hot" means anything above absolute
zero. Foilage, terrain, and buildings
are sources of Johnson noise.
To combat this sensitive problem
Bell scientists have developed a giant
supersensitive antenna built like an
ear trumpet. It is mounted on a ro-
tating track with the opening aimed
at space. The aluminum walls block
out most of the Johnson noise from
the nearby terrain. Accompanying
each horn is an amplifier called
a MASER invented by Nicholas
Bloembergen of Harvard. Its main
component is a synthetic ruby crystal
six inches long, which generates a
hundred times less noise than com-
parable vacuum-tube amplifiers. The
most efficient operating temperature
for the ruby is at a temperature of
456 degrees below zero Fahrenheit,
which is achieved by jacketing it in
liquid nitrogen and liquid helium.
A MASER can amplify a weak signal
from a satellite 4000 times.
Another problem passive satellites
suffer is that of wrinkling. The ad-
dition of a rigid frame to decrease
wrinkling would add to the weight
making it less economic over all than
an active satellite. Today passive
satellites are used in research and
are considered poor commercial
risks.
In place of the passive satellite sys-
tem A.T.8zT. has proposed an active
satellite system. Such a system
could be accomplished now with our
existing knowledge of electronics, as-
tronautics, and engineering. The
first plan proposed fifty active satel-
lites, about 150 pounds each, placed
in random orbits on approximately
polar trajectories at altitudes of 2000
to 3000 miles (later changed to 7000
miles to escape the Van Allen radia-
tion belt) . Each satellite would be
in view of two given ground stations
equipped with two tracking anten-
nas, one to track a satellite until it's
out of range, the other ready to catch
the next satellite coming into range.
An alternate system of ten satel-
lites in controlled equatorial orbits
at 7000 miles up was proposed by
General Electric. This system would
simplify tracking but would be com-
plicated because of the problem of
precise orbiting and stabilization.
The best plan proposed now is the
22,300-mile orbit or synchronous sat-
ellite system. The system would
consist of three high satellites in a
fixed equatorial orbit to serve over
90 per cent of the globe. These satel-
lites would each be in synchronous
orbit with the earth's rotating sur-
face. At any point on earth the satel-
lite in view would appear stationary
in space. This system would be
much simpler and more economic
than the proposed plans mentioned
previously. It would require fewer
launches, less debris in space and
fewer ground station. The problem
of placing the satellites so far out
and in such precise orbits is now
beyond our technical skill, so that
such a high-flying system will prob-
ably not occur until the late 1960's.
The use of satellite communica-
tion could be as powerful as any
weapon and could very possibly be-
come the ultimate weapon. It would
be difficult indeed to speculate on
the full significance and all the con-
sequences of satellite communica-
tion. Once again science is about to
prematurely bear an uncompre-
hensible infant that man may find
just as difficult to control and ad-
minister as atomic energy. Will our
self-discipline be able to endure the
avalanche of information and enter-
tainment that will come from space?
Will we become a race of watchers;
victims of the cathode-ray tube?
Only the proverbial fourth dimen-
sion, time, will be able to tell.
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Chemical Engineering
(Continued from page 9)
techniques gained from a study of
nonlinear control theory to the most
nearly full and logical solution. The
chemist does not study control
theory because his interest lies
primarily in the field of chemistry.
The chemical engineer, on the other
hand, has broader interests which
may include other areas besides
chemistry.
What is control theory applied to
chemical reactions? Is it mathe-
matics or is it chemistry? It is
neither, it is chemical engineering.
No one should make the mistake
of assuming that statistical mechan-
ics, applied mathematics and non-
linear control theory, or physical ad-
sorption theory are mundane or even
unexciting. They are highly interest-
ing, at least to some chemical engi-
neers and to scientists as well.
This leads us to a description, or
an attempted description, of the cur-
riculum in chemical engineering at
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the curriculum will become one con-
taining many elective choices for the
student. Very little compromise is
made on the theoretical study of
chemistry, mathematics, and physics,
but the student will be given full
choice to extend into other advanced
courses in chemistry, computer tech-
nology, control theory, design, eco-
nomics, mathematics, and physics.
This branching is believed to be both
necessary and attractive to those
students who wish to enter one of
the many broad areas of chemical
engineering such as teaching, re-
search, development, sales, or pro-
duction. The areas of production in-
clude chemicals, food, petroleum,
photography, plastics, and rubber, to
mention a few.
Earlier we spoke of training chemi-
cal engineers to be useful during the
next ten to fifteen years. Beyond
this, the chemical engineer must
train himself to avoid technical ob-
solescence once he is out of college.
No one knows what areas will de-
velop in chemical engineering in the
future, so no one can train a chemi-
cal engineer in the expectation of
the not-too-distant future. The suc-
cess of the company for which he
works, and relatively few success-
ful chemical engineers are self-
employed, may well depend on fore-
sight to enter those areas which will
be of great economic value in twenty
years, but may be completely un-
imagined today.
Some areas can be expected with
a fairly high probability of arriving.
For example, space travel may be-
come commonplace, but insofar as
we know today, space vehicles will
be almost completely closed in the
ecological sense. Envision, if you can,
the treatment of food, atmosphere,
and waste products in an efficient
manner with small but complicating
equipment in a zero-gravity field.
The problems may be complex, but
they will undoubtedly be solved. Let
us hope that Rose chemical engi-
neers help do their part.
Most of the world will soon need
to recover large supplies of fresh
water from the sea. This county, and
others as well, must face this need
as the United States Department of
Interior realizes so well. Steps are
being taken, but the expense is still
high. The need for good but practi-
cal development in this area exists
now.
In closing, we wish to direct a
thought towards those students who
enter other areas instead of chemi-
cal engineering. In general, do not
forget that the area of chemical
engineering may one day help solve
certain problems which you may en-
counter, and in particular, do not
fear crossing the barriers between
your chosen field and other discip-
lines of science and engineering. An
example of the need for inter-
disciplinary treatment of techno-
logical problems arose during the
early days of nuclear technology.(4'
Graham's Law of Diffusion, dis-
covered by Graham, a chemist, in
1929 and elaborated upon by Lord
Rayleigh, a British Nobel Laureate
in physics, was classical knowledge
in 1940. This law, with a few lineari-
zations, states that the rate of flow
of a gas through a porous barrier
may be predicted from the molecular
weight of a gas, either alone or in
the presence of other gases. The
brilliant minds of Bohr and Fermi
were untrained in chemical engineer-
ing, but Dunning, of Columbia Uni-
versity, was an engineer as well as a
physicist. Dunning was one of those
able to break the "discipline barrier"
in this case and suggested the use
of gaseous permeation to separate
the fissionable U-235 from its non-
fissionable partner in nature, U-238,
when both were in the gaseous form
of uranium hexafluoride. Chemical
engineers did not invent gaseous
diffusion, but chemical engineers are
used to thinking in terms of multi-
stage contact operations so vital to
any separation process. Any engi-
neer or scientist must never lose
sight of other disciplines as he be-
comes proficient in his chosen dis-
cipline of the moment.
(4) "Men and Atoms," Laurence, W.L.,




(Ccnitinued from page 21)
Judaism, edited by
Arthur Hertzberg
This volume presents the meaning
of Judaism in the essential unity of
its beliefs. The spirit of Judaism has
endured and grown through many
centuries of tragedy and triumph.
Despite the intense pressures of his-
tory and the wide geographical and
cultural dispersion of the Jewish
people, Judaism has been preserved
in its fundamental ideals and com-
mitments. It remains for the twen-
tieth century one of the most vital
forces in the religious life of man.
Excellence by John W. Gardner
"Can we be equal and excellent
too?"
This is a book for anyone who is
uneasy about the quality of our
national life — for everyone who
cares about the future of our society.
Every thinking American has at
some time in his life been puzzled
by the conflicting demands of ex-
cellence and equality. Every intelli-
gent American has on occasion found
himself struggling with questions
and doubts that come so close to the
heart of democratic dogma that he
hardly dares argue them in public:




"A new novel by one of Italy's
great writers."
Dino, an only child of wealth par-
ents, finds living in his mother's villa
intolerable and goes off to a studio
where he spends ten years trying
to paint. Dino's story begins with
the despairing end of this period.
The Empty Canvas is an analytical
novel about the artist, Dino, who
has ceased to paint, and of a physical
love affair carried to the last ex-
treme. "Symbolically it is a portrait
of a modern young man without oots
or responsibilities, of an abstract
painter whose experiments in di-
vorcing his work from any kind of
reality lead him through chronic and
devastating boredom to violence and
tragedy."
Research & Development
(Continued from page 22)
Power must then be supplied for
three reactions, thrust, lifting, and
guidance. Dr. Kucher estimates that
"a vehicle carrying 200 passengers
will have a gross weight of 76,000
lbs. We require 17 hp to lift each
ton, and an additional eight hp for
guidance — a total of 950 hp for
the entire 38 tons. This value re-
mains constant regardless of the
speed of the vehicle."
Compound
Suppresses Vibration
A viscoelastic damping compound
for spraying or troweling onto metal
plate has been proven (by standard
Geiger plate test) to provide a vibra-
tion decay rate of 55-60 db sec as
compared with 3-5 db /sec for con-
ventional felts or bituminous mas-
tics. Developed by The Korfund Co.,
Inc., Westbury, N.Y., the damping
material, when applied to metal
slate, renders it an ideal medium for
use in suppressing structurally-borne
noise and vibration in air condition-
ing systems.
Designated as Vibrodamper com-
pound, its damping properties offer
low cost solution to problems caused
by severe resonant responses of sheet
metal structures (such as air ducts,
dampers, pumps, fan scrolls and
plenum boxes) to vibration and
noise induced by motors and impel-
lers. Its easy applicability and
economy, combined with its unusu-
ally high ratio of noise attenuation
and noise suppression, makes it well
suited for use in office and apart-
ment buildings, hospitals, hotels, and
factories.
Handled like paint, the compound
can be applied to myriad metal sur-
faces in thin, smooth coats. It dries
to an attractive finish (vista green
is standard color) , is non-toxic, non-
flammable, is resistant to alkali,
grease, gasoline, and aliphatic oils,
and is unaffected by ozone or sun-
light. It has an extremely long, ef-
fective life, and does not become







Give her a Corsage
by HEINL'S
HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
WILLIAM C. "Bill" BECHER
129 So. 71 h St.
Terre IIaute, Ind.
Experience
is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
Book Store





If that's the kind of scientist or engineer
you want to be, then Jet Propulsion Laboratory
is your kind of place. E3 Here at the foot of the mountains
in Pasadena, California, JPL people are designing the spacecraft
that will land instruments on the Moon and planets. They're using
down-to-earth investigations for their probe into space. They want to know
what the Moon is made of. If there's life on other planets. They have to know. They
will know. P If you'll only take know for an answer, then discover the many disciplines
in.volved in other-world exploration. Write today for your copy of "Missions Into Space/ Jet
Propulsion Laboratory". All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to race, creed or national origin/U. S. citizenship or current security clearance required.
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California
Operated by California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administratio
n
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Greek Briefs
(Continued from page 15)
him as Vice President. is his col-
laborate, Gerald K. (for killer)
Oxely. R. S. Kern is continuing his
most popular job as treasurer, while
James D. McClure moved up to the
status of Chief Residence Superin-
tendent, with Al S. Cleek, our friend
from the farm, as aide. (Sr. and Jr.
House Managers). Curt J. H. (for
ware hero) Yee continues as corre-
sponding secretary. Final but far
from the most insignificant (a muta-
tion of the old cliche) is Jake Hoff-
man, to the happy job of Scholarship
chairman. The big question now is,
what is it like to be under hillbilly
dictatorship. Remember, Castro came
out of the hills too.
Social activity has suddenly taken
an exponential climb since the first
of the year. We had a belated
Christmas party the Saturday after
our return from our sundry abodes.
There are a few mixers planned for
the coming semester, including a
party for the Glenn Home orphans.
We presently have a woman resid-
ing in our beloved house. Her name
is Lady, and is not quite housebroken
yet. So of today we have not found
her owners. This is the second dog
we have recovered from the frost
bitten streets of Terre Haute, in the
last two months. Shall we start a
dog finding service?
It looks as though the "Frugal
Five" have entered into the inter-
fraternity B-Ball season as a dark
horse. Don't forget that Seabiscuit
was a dark horse. Besides we are
under the leadership of a genuine
"Blue Grass Kentuckian." Don't
place your bets yet.
Curt Yee
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Well we can breathe easily again,
turn out our midnight oil lamps un-
til our first tests next semester when
we will again need them. Yes, we
have resolved to not cram next se-
mester too, but you know how that
goes. All kidding aside though, the
new semester does promise many
more events at ATO. With many
dark looks, but with his cooperation,
all the brothers and treasurer, Dale
Oexmann, the house will be sporting
a new look. The basement where all
our social doings occur is being
scrubbed, painted and panelled,
while the whole upstairs is getting a
face lifting.
In the romance department,
Brother Rick Rapson parked his pin
on a real cute DG at State, Joan
Parker. And talk about sneaky!
Brother Bronis de Supinski really
had everyone fooled. When he came
back in September he told a few of
us he was married and of course we
didn't believe him. Well, tis true, he
joined the ranks of the forgotten last
June 16 when he married Maureen
Connolly.
Well, rush is fast upon us and be-
tween the fraternity men and the
rushees, no one should get anything
done Rush Weekend. Don't lose too
much sleep in bull sessions fellows
and remember to make your deci-
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For engineers on the go, an
All Weather Coat to wear
everywhere. Ivy styled with
deep split ragland sleeves
and balmaccan collar. Three
quarter length in sizes 35 t,o
46, regulars and longs. Cut
from Galey & Lord's All
Weather Tarpoon Cloth, ray-
on lined, to give the wearer
good looks as well as pro-
tection. Top your wardrobe
with this All Weather Coat
from Root's.
$25
Use Root's 3 Pay Plan,










194'-4" long crane . . . Believed to be the world's
longest multi-runway crane, this 5-ton, double-girder,
5-runway Cleveland Tramrail Crane is in the Static
Flight Test Building of the Lockheed Aircraft Corpo-
ration, Burbank, California.
This is one example of a great variety of cranes
and overhead materials handling equipment engi-
neered and built at Cleveland Crane to solve indus-
try's many handling problems. This work is interest-
ing and challenging. The field is broad with wide
possibilities particularly for mechanical and electrical
engineers.
- CLENELIWB - TIRKIARKIL
, Overhead Materials Handling Equipment
CLEVELAND TRAMRAIL DIVISION • THE CLEVELAND CRANE & ENGINEERING CO. • 5863 E. 290 ST. • WICKLIFFE, OHIO
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FORGED. I I
to provide more strength at 60% less cost
You are looking at a simple forging. It will be
machined slightly to make a rotor end-plate for a
giant hydroelectric generator. This part must
withstand radial loadings of 150,000 pounds on
the coil-support surface as the 30-foot rotor spins.
Why use forgings for generator end-plates? Be-
cause forgings possess many special properties.
The forging process is unlike any other, because
forged parts start with refined metals, can be given
almost any desired shape between impression dies
under enormous pressure or by consecutive blows.
Forging imparts added strength and toughness,
permitting weight-saving design, reduced cost,
greater safety in our high-speed world.
Continuing research and modern equipment of
the forging industry have a major part in helping
extend the ability of metals to withstand the ever-
increasing stresses and temperatures and pressures
created by today's dynamic civilization. Forged
parts withstand the landing impact of a jet air-
craft, yet are light and strong to reduce dead
weight. Forged parts help restrain the tremendous
pressures and temperatures of modern petrochemi-
cal equipment. They improve the performance of
vital automobile components.
Forging has reduced the cost of many parts, too.
Production developments in the forging industry
often make forged parts cheaper than parts pro-
duced by other methods. Let us send you case
histories of parts converted to forgings from higher
cost methods. Address: Drop Forging Association,
Dept. El, 55 Public Square, Cleveland 13, Ohio.
For more information, see our 4-page, full color advertisements in these
magazines: MACHINE DESIGN, PRODUCT ENGINEERING, STEEL,
MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING and AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES.
i When it's a vital part,
design it to be
L —J
FORGE-Di_.....,)44111111111......monwomom, 
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A first grade teacher fresh from
college was taking over a class for
the first time. Upon entering the
classroom she noticed a nasty
word on the blackboard followed
by the signature: "The Phantom."
So she said, "Now children, let's
fold our little hands, put them on
our little desks, and put our heads
down onto the desks. Then the per-
son who wrote this word on the
blackboard can come up and erase
it.
So they all folded their hands,
put them on the little desks. All
was quiet for a while, then there
was a thump, thump, thump of
little feet scurrying back to a desk.
After everything was quiet
again, the teacher said, "Now let's
see if the bad word is thoroughly
erased." So they looked up at the
blackboard to see a new nastier
word, followed by : "The Phantom
Strikes Again!"
Gently massaging the trick knee
of his curvacious young patient,
the doctor inquired:
"What's a joint like this doing
in a nice girl like you?"
If, as the scientists say, sex is
such a driving force, why is so
much of it nowadays found parked?
A young man (hard of hearing):
"Well, Miss Grace, were you in the
theatre last night?"
Stolen by Larry McDonald
Soph. Mechanical
Miss Grace: "No, I was in bed
very early ..."
Youth: "Was it very crowded?"
Mike had just moved into his
apartment and decided he should
get acquainted with his across-the-
hall neighbor. When the door was
opened he was pleasantly surprised
to be confronted by a young damsel
considerably more than passing
fair, and considerably less than
fully clad. Though justifiably flus-
tered by this smiling apparition,
Mike nevertheless managed a re-
mark singularly appropriate to the
occasion:
"Hi, I'm your new sugar across
the hall — can I borrow a cup of
neighbor?"
No matter how bad the movie at
a drive-in theatre is, most patrons
manage to love every minute of it.
"How are the children getting
along?"
"Oh fine. Tony wants to be a
racketeer and Molly wants to be a
chorus girl."
"But what happened to Al?"
"Oh, we had to shoot him. He
wanted to be an engineer."
If Adam came back to earth the
only thing he'd recognize would be
the jokes.
Some girls are music lovers.
Others can love without it.
The engineer just back from a
hunting trip was describing the
tri!,. "Well, there was that big,
black bear hiding behind a tree. I
realized that I had only one shot
and that had to be bounced off the
canyon wall. Well, I calculated the
angle of approach, the windage, and
hcw much the bullet would deflect
due to the flattening after hitting
the canyon wall?"
"Did you kill the bear ?" asked
his friends.
Replied the engineer, "No, I
missed the wall."
A child's question: "If the Lord
gives us our daily bread, and Santa
Claus brings the Christmas pres-
ents, and the stork brings the
Labies, what's the use of having
daddy around?"
Parson Webster phoned the local
Board of Health to ask that a dead
mule be removed from the front of
his house. The young clerk thought
he'd be smart.
"I thought you ministers took
care of the dead," he remarked.
"We do," answered Parson Web-
ster, "but first we get in touch
with th relatives."
If a girl expects to win a man
she has to exhibit a generous na-
ture — or else how generous nature
has been to her.
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Kodak beyond the snapshot...
(random notes)
Grateful but cautious
More spectrographic plates and film
are used each year than the year before.
This goes on despite new fashions in
elemental analysis by physical methods
and by new Eastman Organic Chem-
icals. The civilized world is analysis-
happy and that makes us happy.
To betoken the happiness a small
pamphlet has been issued under the
title "Spectrum Analysis with Kodak
Materials." Its words may prove less
useful than its graphs and numbers,
though the words devoted to a warning
against taking the graphs and numbers
too seriously must be taken seriously.
That's life.
Life lived with the photographic
emulsion as a measuring instrument
for radiation intensity must be filled
with gratitude for its simplicity, versa-
tility, and economy and filled with
caution against glib assumptions. Those
who live that life have learned that:
1. Kodak Spectroscopic Plates and Film,
Type 103-0 work fast, capture quick-
vanishing spectra.
2. Kodak Spectrum Analysis No. 1 Plates
and Film are" contrasty and good for
trace-element lines against heavy back-
ground, for semi-quantitative compari-
son, and for all-out quantitative jobs.
3. For cutting corners on how many
wave lengths you calibrate at, resort
to the new Kodak "SA-3" Plates or Films.
(If you still want the pamphlet, write
to our Special Sensitized Products
Division.)
Never say "die"?
These metal parts are not stampings.
They are too fussy and tricky for knife
or milling machine and needed too fast
and in insufficient numbers to justify
the fabrication of dies. They are prod-
ucts of photo-etching, which is catching on.
Some outfits photo-etch for them-
selves, and some do it for hire. The
method uses either Kodak Photo Resist
or Kodak Metal-Etch Resist, depending
on the metal. Both are light-sensitive
liquids. The object is drawn to enlarged
scale and photographed. The metal is
coated with KPR or KMER and exposed
to light through the negative. Where
the negative protects from the light,
the resist will subsequently flush away;
where light-struck, it becomes resistant
to etchant. Etchants leave no burrs.
The thinner the metal the closer the
tolerances an etchant can work to.
Photo-etching speeds execution of
design ideas. With fewer punch-press
tenders needed nowadays anyway, more
of the population has to earn a living
in the idea business.
Chemical tuning
We make optical interference filters on
a custom basis. In seeking customers
one must be creative. Why not adver-
tise them to chemists?
To a chemist, a color filter is what
he slips into a colorimeter. If he is an
enthusiastic photographer, he may know
of dyed-gelatin Kodak Wratten Light
Filters. We take it from there:
"Suppose, for fantasy's sake, that you
wanted to flood a reaction preferentially
with energy of exactly that frequency
to which a certain carbon-nitrogen bond
responds. An interference filter could
probably be made for the job.
"An interference filter is tunable in
manufacture for wavelengths from 0.4µ
to 12µ. Unlike gelatin or glass filters,
its curve doesn't depend on what color-
ants happen to be available. It can
provide a single spectral spike of trans-
mittance but is not limited to that.
It can also be designed to cut out
energy below a stated frequency or
above a stated frequency. It can cut very
sharp. It is thermally, chemically, and
mechanically rugged. It costs a great
deal less than a laser (which, while it
can emit Niagaras of monochromatic
energy, must work with the quantum
states that Nature has in stock). It can
be large. It can be designed to monitor
a process stream continuously for the
presence or absence of any substance
possessing a suitable energy-absorbance
curve."
Maybe something clicks somewhere.
INCREASING EXPLOITATION OF PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS DEMANDS GOOD CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, AMONG OTHERS
From portrait lenses to polishing waxes,
plenty of lively careers are to be made with
Kodak in research, engineering, production,
marketing.
And whether you work for us or not,
photography in some form will probably
have a part in your work as years go on.
Always feel free to ask for Kodak literature
or help on anything photographic.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
Q. Mr. Boucher, with all the job inter-
views a graduating engineer goes
through, how can he be reasonably
sure he has made the right choice?
A. This is a good question because
few seniors have enough work ex-
perience in industry, government
and educational institutions to
allow them to make a fully rea-
soned choice. However, I think the
first step is to be sure that short-
term factors like starting salary
and location don't outweigh long-
range factors like opportunity and
professional growth. All of these
factors should be evaluated before
making a final commitment.
Q. But you do feel that starting salary
is important?
A. Very much so. If you are mar-
ried—it may be an even greater
consideration. But you should also
look beyond starting salary. Find
out, for example, if the company
you are considering has a good
salary administration plan. If there
is no way of formally appraising
your performance and determining
your appropriate rewards, you run
the risk of becoming dissatisfied
or stalemated due to neglect of
these important considerations.
Q. What considerations do you feel
should be evaluated in reaching a job
decision?
A. Let me refer you to a paper
written by Dr. L. E. Saline, now
Manager of Information Systems
in our Defense Systems Depart-
ment. It is titled "How to Evaluate
Job Offers." (Incidentally, you may
obtain a copy by writing as di-
rected in the last paragraph.) In
it, Dr. Saline proposes six ques-
tions—the answers to which should
give you much of the information
you'll need for an objective job-
offer evaluation. He suggests you
determine . . .
• to what degree will the work be
challenging and satisfying?
• what opportunities are available
to further develop abilities?
• what opportunities are there for
advancing in the Company (and
how dynamic the Company is in
the marketplace is an important
aspect of this question).
One of a series
Interview with General Electric's
Francis J. Boucher
Manager-Manufacturing Personnel Development Service
How Good
Is Your Best Job Offer • • •
• what salary potentials are pos-
sible with respect to the future?
• what about geographical location
—now and in the future?
• what effort does the Company
make to establish and maintain a
professional climate?
There is more to these questions
than meets the eye and I think
you would enjoy reading Dr.
Saline's paper.
Q. What about the openings on de-
fense projects that are listed in the
various magazines and newspapers?
A. Presumably, there will always
be a need for technical manpower
in the defense business. But I
want to point out to you that most
of these opportunities are for ex-
perienced personnel, or personnel
with specific additional training re-
ceived at the graduate level.
Q. How do you feel about training
programs? Do they offer any particular
advantages over any other offer I
might accept?
A. I feel training programs are par-
ticularly helpful in easing the tran-
sition from an academic to a
business environment. Of course
they provide formal training de-
signed to add to the individual's
basic fund of knowledge. They
also provide working experience in
a variety of fields and a broad
knowledge of the company con-
cerned and its scope of operations.
Upon completion, the individual is
generally better prepared to decide
the direction in which he will pur-
sue his professional career.
General Electric conducts a num-
ber of training programs. Those
that attract the greatest number
of engineers are the Engineering
and Science, Manufacturing, and
Technical Marketing Programs.
Each combines a formal, graduate-
level study curriculum, on-the-job
experience, and rotating assign-
ments. There is little question in
my mind that when an engineer
completes the Program of his
choice, he is far better prepared to
GENERAL
choose his field by interest and by
capability. I might also add that
because of this, he is more valuable
to the Company as an employee.
Q. Then you feel that a training pro-
gram is the best alternative for a
graduating engineer?
A. Not always. Some seniors have
already determined the specific
field they are best suited for in
terms of their own interests and
capabilities. In such cases, direct
placement into this specific field
may be more advantageous. Pro-
fessional self-development for these
employees, as for all General Elec-
tric technical employees, is en-
couraged through a variety of
programs including the Company's
Tuition Refund Program for work
toward advanced degrees, in-plant
courses conducted at the graduate
level, and others designed to meet
individual needs.
Q. For the record, how would you
rate a job offer from General Electric?
A. I've tried to get across the need
for factual information and a long-
range outlook as the keys to any
good job evaluation. With respect
to the General Electric Company,
seniors and placement offices have
access to a wide variety of infor-
mation about the Company, its
professional environment and its
personnel practices. I think quali-
fied seniors will also discover that
General Electric offers professional
opportunity second to none—and
starting salaries that are competi-
tive with the average offered
throughout industry today. From
the above, you can see that I
would rate a job offer from General
Electric very highly.
Want more information about
General Electric's training pro-
grams? You can get it, together
with a copy of Dr. Saline's paper
"How to Evaluate Job Offers"
by writing to "Personalized Ca-
reer Planning," General Electric
Company, Section 959-15, Sche-
nectady 5, New York.
ELECTRIC
